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ON NUCLEAR AND ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS

J.A. de Wet, Dept. of Water Affairs.

I. INTRODUCTION.

In previous contributions to the theoretical physics

seminar (Reference[IJ) eigenvalues of representations of the

complete inhomogeneous Lorentz group were associated with

nucleons or electrons. It was shown how the formalism provided

for the labels of spin, parity and angular momentum that

characterise their states. These representations, which were

based on the ideas of Kddington, are believed to be original

in that they also incorporate a mass operator. In this paper

the eigenvalues of the mass operator are compared with measured

energy levels at the correct state.

Furthermore each »tate is associated with a matrix of

wave functions £ Q ] > or rotational states, that have much in

common with collective rotational models of nucleus (Ref. [2] ).

The main difference being that these matrices are given explicitly

and a different matrix is assigned to every state of every

nucleus. In common with existing rotational descriptions of the

nucleus the rotational angular momentum is not a good quantum

number and must be coupled with the intrinsic or spin angular

momenta of the deformed nucleus to generate a state of good

total angular momentum. The Pauli principle is used to calcu-

late the number of orbits required to accommodate a state of

nucleons with given charges and spins. Then a shell model is

used to assign possible orbital quantum numbers.

2. THE MASS OPERATOR.

In references [3»*»] matrices were found for the spin

and parity operators associated with the collective motion of

<r electrons or nucleons. These are also representations of the

complete homogeneous Lorentz group obtained by means of Clifford

algebras and are consequently also irreducible representations

of the complete inhomogeneous Lorentz group L (Reference 151Ch.10)

Because the Clifford algebras are augmented by the addition of

a unit element (to form a quaternion .algebra for electrons and



and a sedenion algebra Tor nucleons) these representations of

L are believed to be new and, by associating the unit element

with mass, energy levels of a collection of electrons or nu-

cleons can be found directly. Mathematically, the group ring

is changed from a semisimple to a nilpotent algebra which

makes for a vast simplification in the determination of mass

formulae.

A typical self-representation oi* L is

Di - ( S* e
ZA<^e

z»>^ e*"**^ CD

where At ) £>x are infinitesimal operators of the proper Lorentz

group L61 and £05 is obtained from their product. Specifically

J)2 is the product of a rotation through -̂/̂  in the ^ *3 - plane

of 3- space, a rotation through f+ in the xosc3- plane of iso-

space and a hyperbolic rotation through -2^ in the x.,x#- plane of

h- space. The exponents ej CJ = <",••,-<O are primitive idempotents

of the sedenion algebra and have the eigenvalues 0, 1. The

representation is unimodular If (& ') - i and is a self-repre-

sentation of the homogeneous Lorentz group of the type A(s}=

£>j. ± •*- £>JL i considered by Boerner ([7] Ch IX) if % =0. If, how-

ever, ̂ l?4 o then the representation ACs) becomes irreducible and

we have a representation of the complete inhomogeneous lorentz

group L that includes space inversion or parity.

If there is no isospace then (1) simplifies to

A, - (e*' ****** )*J , Cj- <,zj W
where now eZi is an element of, and

 &j is a primitive idempotent

of th« quaternion ring f3j. Further representations may be dis-

covered by considering the Kronecker products of the self-repre-

sentations (l) and (2). In each case a heirarchy of new algebras

emerges whose operators have the properties of many nucleons in

case (l) and many electrons in case (2). The decomposition of

these algebra.s is treated in detail in references [ 3J and f8]

and has the form

in the case of 7- electrons, or

At
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in the case of -r nucleons. Here ft =1 unless \, = \x in (3a)

or A, =>a, \ - >>,/. in (3b), then [i =2j if \ = \z = \s = V , /? =4.

N is the number of partitions £ >v 3 of r- such that \, > f >*, >3 or \+

and has the value \T±£ T- is even or %(r-l) if r is odd in

case (3«)• Each partition of N is associated with a different

state PJ-^J of r electrons or nucleons as shown in reference £1].

Specifically, Ai is the number of orbits required which provides

the eonnection with shell theory, while if ( >3 + >4 ) is the

number of particles with a positive charge, system 1, then

( Aj_ + \j ) is the number with positive (negative) spin and

( \ + X^) the number with negative (positive) parity. On the

other hand If ( Jta + >+ ) is the number of particles with a negative

charge, system II, then ( Az, + A3 ) is the number with positive

(negative) spin said ( Xz + X^ ) the number with positive (negative)

parity. In general, system I applies to negative T and system II

to T positive in a given isobar, because we shall require that

( X + V )•<( \ +> a ).
Again by equations (3) each state /̂ >-j is also associated

with a matrix exJ3(Ccw2)of rotational states as in collective

rotational models of the nucleus. In the extreme case when all

particles have the same charge (i.e. >j + \^ =0) & '*'*•*' degenerates

into a representation of the rotation group 5 O£ . Furthermore

in the case of even-even nuclei the matrix -£xf> (C/'^'a-^-Jhas the

greatest symmetry. However a detailed study of these many

collective states will have to await a future publication and

will be seen to be superfluous to the calculation of energy

levels.

By choosing hxk or 2x2 matrix representations for the ele-

ments of the sedenion or quaternion algebras, the matrices of

the rm- Kronecker product can be constructed explicitly. These

have the degrees k and 2 respectively, but when equivalent

states, distinguished by only a permutation, are factored out

the dimension 2 decreases to (*"+l), while formulae for the

dimensions of the many-nucleon representations are given in

[ h~] . Specifically there are

NM = y ! / X, I A, / \, ! \* I (4)
equivalent states for each of the N partitions ofr . The method
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of matrix contraction (or factoring out of the equivalent states)

is discussed in [3, 4], The resultant matrices are determined

only up to a ratio (k / k -) of unknown constants which, how-

ever, may be chosen to yield symmetric double valued irreducible

representations of L. In the case of many nucleons the repre-

sentations decompose into representations Mv of the rotation-

reflexion group each labelled by one of the eigenvalues ̂ , |"-1,

-f+1, -f of the isospin operator T . In other words

there is an irreducible representation H p for each member of an

isobarlc multiplet which is very satisfactory. The general

form of H p will be written out in the next section (Figure l).

Now returning to the self-representations (l) and (2), the

mass operator (unit element) is contained in the idempotents e,.
J

Thus in the case of the quaternion algebra the eigenvalues

are just the equal masses of the electron and positron. While

the mass operator of the sedenion algebra has 4 equal eigenvalues

corresponding to proton, neutron, antiproton and antineutrori.

However when an ensemble of nuc.leons is considered there will

be (k Nc>k:I) elements in each row of the contracted 4x4 unit

matrix. These, then, are the eigenvalues of the mass operator

each of which can be directly associated with a state Pc>Jwith

given angular momentum, parity and isospin. In succeeding sec-

tions we shall see how well they fit experimental results. Sec-

tion 3 will be concerned with a comparison with the measured

levels of some light media, and here we shall need the rotation-

reflexion matrix Mv for determining k . In section 4 a com-

parison with electronic energy levels is attempted which, al-

though simpler in some respects, also introduces the Casimir

operator.

3, ENEHGY LEVELd OP LIGHT NUCLEI.

As staged in the preceeding section we shall need repre-

sentations M of the rotation-reflexion group where

•i) = 1 2 3 3 2 1 ,

2^= -r -(r-2) -(r-4) (r-4) (r-2) r ,

and 2sfT";= M, * H2 * M3* . • * Mv+ • • % M, 4- M, + M, . (5)
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In the formalisr> of Lk~} a ̂  is the spin about the axis xz ;

but since the (k / k ,) ratios are independent of the choicerow col
of axis (as must be true for any general invariant theory), we

may adopt the form set out there. This is repeated in Figure 2

where the fundamental arrangement of the double-valued infini-

tesimal matrix M v appears. The structure ie most easily

understood in terms of blocks of nul matrices along the diagonal

whose dimensions increase by one until an element (•» -n) vanishes,

Then the entire row (and corresponding column) must be deleted.

Thus no diagonal matrix can have dimension greater than >> .

Since each block is labelled by an eigenvalue of sr*"J there may,

of course, be more than one mil matrix with dimension *> and

then a. sries of progressively decreasing matrices on either

side. Z'"or example, a type 1 matrix M4 (^=1) degenerates into

only the (r+l) rows that do not contain a (v -*,) element. This

is, of course, the infinitesimal operator of the rotation group

S0_ with no reflexion symmetry because all the particles have

like charges. The first reflexion symmetry makes its appearances

in a type 2 matrix M ('rl=2) which has all the rows of M plus

the rows containing (>>-l) and so on^until we come to a type V^

matrix M^ which has only one diagonal matrix with dimension

>L. =|-r+l(r even) labelled by s=0. If r is odd we find two empty

diagonal matrices of dimension (£r+l) corresponding to s=—§•.

The dimension of the matrix M v is then v (r-v+2).

In addition to the eigenvalues of s t**-) that label the

blocks, each row of every block is labelled by the eigenvalues

of the parity ojierator TT^ i.e. by the number {l^ + \) of

nucleons with positive (or negative) parity. As an illustration

of how this is done refer to Figure 2 which is the matrix of

coefficients of (^rov/
 k

c o i ) for Be . Here r=8, T=0

v= i^=5t nnri (\+>4) denotes the number of particles with

positive parity. Because T=O we have charge distribuion

++++ , again when s=0 there will be a similar number of posi-

tive and negative spins. Now the infinitesimal parity operator is

equal to the product of the .spin and isospin operators aud

therefore has eigenvalues given by the product of (++++ )

and all the possible permutations of this arrangement, It is
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easy to see that the block s=0 is labelled by

2TT= r (r-k) (r_8) -(*~-k) -f

>^ + *4= -r (r -2) (**-** ) (̂ -6) (•'-8)

Similarly the block 3=1 is labelled by the product of

(++++----) and all the possible permutations of the spins

(+++++ ) and so on. Of course there is still a choice of

whether to arrange the parity eigenvalues in ascending or descending

order, which is precisely the reason for the ambiguities in state

labelling mentioned in the third paragragh of %1 . It turns out that

a 11 ecumenical labelling systems are equivalent as far as the classi-

fication of energy levels is concerned, although once a choice has

been made for the s=0 block (reven) or s=-J- block (̂ -odd) the

order in the remaining blocks is determined in a way that will

become clear by examining the example in Figure 2.

We will begin with the block s=0 with the parity eigenvalues

arranged in ascending order then (V^+X^.) has the values shown while

(X + \. ) = ( >i, +\» )-k. Furthermore

thus we can solve fer 3k, , \z, >3 and >^ to obtain the labels given

in the last column. It will be seen that there are two sets that

differ by only a permutation namely O4o4, JJO^O and 1313, 3131.

However the projection operator Pt>-j represents all of the four

possible charge-spin states of 8 nudeons in the observed state

\ > ( \i ̂ a o r V ) (namely charge positive, spin positive and

negative; charge negative, spin positive and negative, see Cl]).

This means., for example, that 1313 and 3131 must belong to the

same energy eigenvalue (krow N c > ] ). Since N cx3 is obviously

the same the requirement is guaranteed if k is the same Tor

both labels. Now this condition may be shown to be satisfied as

long as the matrix elements (Fig.2) in the correspond i itg rows

are also the .same up to a permutation. In other words the two

remaininp members 1331, 3113 of P. can only be in the 5
s t

and 21" tows as shown. In general this requirement dictates

tiie order of the paril.y eigenvalues.

Once th>? parity eigenvalues have been assigned it is straight-

forward to apsigii labels ( >, >a A3 \ ) to all thf rows or M and
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then pick out the spin and parity eigenvalues associated with

an observable si.ite A, > (>A >3 or \i ). Since Xj is the number

of orbits required, the angular momenta L may be assigned by,

for exaraple( using the shell model of Mayer and Jensen [9~] i°e.

according to the following prescription for X, •< & .

TABLE I

Shell

Orbit

l a

0
1

1 , *

1 0
2 3

1

h
2 1 0
5 6 7

The t o t a l angular momentum J = L + a can thus be associated

Forwith an observable energy level with given parity and T.
e

Be Table II has been prepared. The ground state, with maximum

symmetry e '***5*"A , is (2222) and the ratio

levels measured tort this state is

E H o f two energy

where ^ i»./kl3 } ± k-~Jk,,s m ay j,e determined by making Pig. 2

symmetric.

Here T = -i and the measured levels are taken from Azenberg-

Selove and Lauritsen [10l . Tne computed levels are within the

experimental uncertainty surrounding the second and third states
a

The example of oe is particularly simple because T = 0,

which allows for some freedom of choice because there are two

possible values of the parity for a given spin since either

system I or system II may be chosen. This, however, is not

the case for isotopes of a given element where we shall choose

( >3 + \4 ) - ( \ + ̂ a) to ensure that Xf > ( \ ^ >5 or ** ) for at

least some states. Then it is possible for the label

( .*, \i. V3 >>4 ) to be associated with a positive spin and negative

parity or a negative spin and a positive parity (system I); or

alternatively with a positive spin and parity or a negative spin

and parity (system 11). System I applies to negative T and

system II to positive T for a given isobar.



As a second example we shall, therefore, consider the isobar

A = 10 consisting of Be , 3 ° and C . Thus E> is character-

ised by the matrix M 6 , with -̂  + \ = 5, while hi" and c'° are

characterised by matrices M 3 . In the former case ( >3 + \+ )sk=

number of particles with a positive charge (system I, T = -l),

while in the latter ( >3 + X* ) • k = number of particles with a

negative charge (system 11, T = + l). The energy levels are the

same but the labelling is different, tables III - V provide a

comparison of the computed and measured levels at the measured

states.

TABLE V : Energy Levels of C°

Since there are no J™ assignments the comparison between

computed and measured energy levels is direct, namely:

Computed E
Measured E(MeV)

3.36

3.36
6.35
5 . 6

7.^3
7 .2

10.1*2

10.2

k. ATOMIC ENERGY LKVELS

In the case of an ensemble of "f electrons the eigenvalues

of the mass operator can be written .in closed form. There are

now only

NC)0 = rj /\\\\ (7)

equivalent states for each of the (T"+1) partitions^ - ̂  ,̂ 1 off •

while the spin matrix Mv degenerates into Mi because all parti-

cles have like charge. Therefore the ratio of the energy levels

for a given configuration is

where X = S, P, D, F, G, H, I etc. Figure 3 shows a comparison

of this relationship with some measured ratios taken from

reference [llj• The agreement Improves as f increases.

However, in the case of atomic spectra there are many

configurations and in order to model the spacing of these

configurations it may be necessary to utilise the Oasimir

operator: i.e. we consider the bound states of the atom as be-
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longing to a simple irreducible unitary representation of a non-

compact semisimple Lie group (eg. the Lorentz group) with the

energy a function of the Casimir operator of the maximal compact

subgroup (i.e. the two dimensional unitary group Ugt see

reference [5], Ch 16).

5. CONCLUSION.

Because the complete inhomogeneous Lorentz group L is the

symmetry group of the Hamiltonian for r interacting nucleons

(or electrons) the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian must neces-

sarily form bases for irreducible representations of L, as shown

above. This idea was used by Kramer and Hoshinsky [12l in an

attempt to model nuclear structure by means of a unitary V{kr)

group and single-particle harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. They

wrote V(kr)^V(k)x\j(r) and adopted the particle number operators

~£,tt/= <̂rzr,<r'T' as generators for U(4)i<r= ±$> and ~c =-% being

projections of respectively the spin and isospin. Although these

generators (which are sums over products of a creation and annihi-

lation operator) are not also generators of the two-dimensional

unitary unimodular groups in spin and isospin space, Kramer and

Moshinsky were able to show in Ch V that the total spin and iso-

spin are respectively

To = *(*„- £.+ -C^-C^) (U)
where &,, , -Czz are the numbers of negatively and positively

charged particles with a spin projection of l /z ; while T?33 , £v*

are the numbers of negatively and positively charged particles

with a spin projection equal to - £g . Equations (9) are the

first two 'magnetic quantum numbers' used by Wigner [13j to

characterize his nuclear isobaric multiplets and are also neces-

sary conditions for the existence of the particle representations

considered in this paper, because otherwise the idempotents ej, of

equations (l), would simply assume the eigenvalue zero £8j . Of

course, the energy of all the particles T?,, + Ẑ .+ <£, +<Ŝ -r in the

SoTo-nultiplet is the same in the Wigner supermultiplet approxi-
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•nation. It is only when one considers the contracted form of the

4 * 4^ inlinitesimal operators of D T that the correct bases, and

consequently correct energy levels and state labelling functions,

make their appearance.
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TABLE

Label

2222

3113

4004

3122

II : 1

Spin
s

0

2

4

1

"=0

'1

0

0

0

+

Energy Levels o\' I

L

II
101

oloi

01

7T =

+

+

+

J =
CL-i-sf

0 +

2 +

4+

i +

8
1ft

*«.

&n

1

6

"A

kVka *~
0

840

2100

4577.6

£-»

1

2.5

5.45

Compt~
£

Meas—
B (MeV)

ground state

3.33

8.33

18.15

2.90

11.40

18.15

TABLE
Label

A* A-j, A3 A^

3223

5023

4132

4114

5023

5014

5050

5050

III :
Spin

s

1

-3
-1

3

-3
-4

0

0

T=0

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

Energy Levels of
L

Oil

2

0101

0II1

2

2

1

2

7T=

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

(L+af
3 +

1 +

1 +

2 +

1 +

2 +

1"

2"

B

1

/Io

2

/10

/20

10

-10

Ngs -

0

17,231.1

7,380.91

12,600

17,231.1

19,565.1

22,680

27,720

E^

£~

.400

1.0

1.71

2.33

2.65

3.07

3.76

Compt—

E

ground

.862

2.15

3.68

4.99
5.70

6.60

8.07

Meas-

E(MeV )

state

.717

2.15

3-59
5.18

5.92
6.88

8.07

(To obtain the second state choose k-^J^s = -fk~ in the third row).

TABLE IV : Energy Levels of

Label

Aj A^ A3 A^

3322

4231

51L3

42o4

5l4o

6031
6004

Spin

5

0

0

-3

+3

2

5113 |

+

+

+

-

-

L

Oil

0I01
1

0101

20

7T=

+

+

-

-

-

Be

0 +

2 +

2~

3"

4"

1

/2

rs
J"8

/20

/5b
/12b

-/5

Ngs -

0

7,380.91

13.930.22

16,290.45

19,565.11

20,599.13

22,899.57

36-.469.78

£r

1.0

1.89

2.21

2.65

2.79

3.10

4.94

Compt—

E

ground

3.37

6.37
7.45

8.93
9.4

10.45

16.65

Meas-

E(Me V )

t state

3.37
5.96
7.38

9.27
9.4
1O.7

17.4
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r
Two-body propagators with dynamic exchange of

collective excitations in crossed channels

C.A. Engelbrecht

Atomic Energy Board, Pelindaba

Abstract

Crossing symmetry implies that collective particle-particle

vibrations and particle-hole phonons correspond to poles of

the s-channel and t-channel propagators K ($) and r{t) ,

which are special cases of the same four-point Green function

$C (SjtjU) . This function may be obtained from the two-body

transition matrix i "(SjtjU) , or from a Bethe-Salpeter

equation containing its two-body irreducible part in a particular

channel. Coupled nonlinear equations connect the various reducible

or irreducible components of P . The manipulation of any

manifestly crossing-symmetric set of equations is complicated

by the mutual non-associativity of matrix contractions in the

three channels : only a particular simplified case seems to be

solvable. More generally practical calculations require the use

of an equation where,an effective interaction irreducible in a

particular channel is summed to all orders in that channel.

This interaction need not be static, however, and may contain

poles corresponding to collective (bound) states in a crossed

channel. If a further simplification is introduced, it even

becomes possible to introduce a two-body self-energy. This

method has been applied to calculate the negative-parity spactra

of mass-18 nuclei with surprising success. The general formalism

provides a framework against which other many-body techniques

can be evaluated.

xTalk delivered at Twelfth Annual Seminar on Theoretical Physics,

held at Grahamstown in July 1977.
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The dynamic four-point Green function

Some of the effects of collective excitations of a many-

fermion medium on single-particle propagation and on the

effective two-body interaction may be symbolized by the diagrams:

In these graphs the wiggly line denotes a particle-hole phonon

with propagator f*(<Sl while the double line denotes a particle-

particle vibration (pairon) with propagator Kf***^ • I n nuclear-

structure calculations dynamic effects which result from the

energy dependence of these quantities are often suppressed and

K and F are furthermore usually treated as if they were

independent.

More generally is is clear that K and F are just special

cases of ^(s,t su^ , the triple Fourier transform of the

general four-point function

| { I l } (ft
where the d s are Heisenberg creation and destruction operators

for fermions, T" is the time-ordering operator and /cy is the

exact A-particle ground state. Due to the invariance under time

translations 3C depends on three times or three energies,

chosen for convenience as

t *= U J - W , SB U^ — CO,.

U. — CJ, •
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Graphically J\. may be represented by

t-channel 3-»-T-»2-*-4

from which it becomes clear that the s-channel propagator

is obtained by choosing t^t^ j t3=tl (i.e. with time

running from right to left) while the t-channel propagator

follows when t^t^ y tjsst, (i.e. with time increasing upward

in the diagram).

Crossing symmetry is the statement that the same function

^ „ . £s,t,û  must be used to generate K(s} and F(t) and

other related quantities. Fermi statistics leads to the re-

lations

(abbreviated Ji* — — J4. ). The u-channel is therefore obtained

from the t-channel by a permutation of labels and energy variables

and will usually not be mentioned explicitly from now on. Unlike

the Mandelstam variables in particle theory, our s, t and u are

independent variables. Furthermore, the use of a discrete

single-particle basis avoids problems associated with continua

and cuts in the complex energy planes. Time-reversal invariance

is embodied in the relation
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Irreducibility and the Bethe-Salpeter equation

To determine X. , one may turn for guidance to the one-body

analogue, the propagator

This exact Green function may be expressed in terms of the "bare"

propagator G C M & O ky t n e D ¥ s o n equation

which has the formal solution

Here iC*^ is the one-body self-energy, which is just the

irreducible part of the one-body transition matrix

T = £ + l

The fully dressed Cr may also be expressed in terms of 7"

By analogy to (7) one may write down a Bethe-Salpeter equation

/> Co)
Here the role of the "bare" (x is taken over by the anti-
symmetrized GrG s > CcCe — GrCe , which denotes two fully dressed

but unlinked single-particle propagators. In contrast to the

one-body case, the second term in (11) is not uniquely defined.
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In terms oi: diagrams the "irreducible" "V (or Xt ) may be

connected to JC in two different ways:

which correspond to the contractions or foldings

Another, closely related to (13), is

Here, as in (7), a summation over repeated labels is implied.

The s-channel connection (12) leads to diagrams which are

s-channel reducible, i.e. they can be decomposed into two

unlinked parts; to which are attached, respectively, the

external legs 1,2 and the external legs 3,4; by the cutting

of two internal fermion lines. Similarly the t-channel connection

(13) leads to t-channel reducible diagrams. Graphically

2 ̂  ^ j* 4
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The definitions of reducibility in the three channels are

simply that the initial legs Kl and Kj, are disjoined from

the final legs Xt and 1^ , where the corresponding process

(3) has been written as

By lumping the four labels into two label pairs I and It ,

the contractions (apart from the convolution of energies) in

eqs. (12) to (14) are again reduced to matrix multiplication
C 1 A H). etc- as in <7>-

J J*

Since the integral equation (11) generates all s-reducible

terms, it is clear that the complete J\. will be obtained if I v

contains all s-irreducible components of the two-body T-matrix

i f^j, {.S,t,tt̂  . Similarly, the sum of all t-irreducible

components iUL provides an equation |_1 J

£' - i

where Jx, ** GcCc —fC and where a t-channel connection is

implied in (16).

Although the same J\, should follow from the solutions of

(11) and (16) if the exact *V and %L are used, the two integral

equations have the property of performing infinite partial

summations in either the s- or the t-channel. To preserve the

symmetry between channels somewhat longer, we may, instead,

express 7C directly in terms of the full two-body T-matrix iP :

&G + I GGrrCrGr (n)

which still treats all channels on equal footing. The problem

is then transformed into an investigation [l] of the properties

of r .
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The transition matrix and non-associative contractions

It is convenient to decompose I into its parts which are

reducible w.r.t. the s-, t- and u-channels and its two-body

irreducible part

r= r
u • rt 0*)

It is easy to see that no part can be reducible w.r.t. two

channels simultaneously so that this is a decomposition into

disjoint parts [_2j , symbolized by the diagram:

It is also clear that

We may further define

rtL =r~f^. and f^ss-fj .

i the intersection of 'V and tL

Still trying to treat the channels democratically, we may

write down a set of coupled equations

where ^J_ ar — (rCc t J^ st I G<k and "5fu
= t GCr establish

s-, t- and u-connections between their preceding and following

terms. By formally "solving" these equations, they may be com-

bined with (18) into a single equation:

Uc)
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which can be simplified using the identity (l+A^ A =1—(<+A\ .

Other forms of eq. (20) may be found by replacing the reducible

components of P by the irreducible ones:

r = V3sr *- r +

These equations correspond to (9) in that the transition matrix

is expressed in terms of its irreducible parts.

An infinite series expansion of I in terms of »e can

be obtained by the iteration of (19) or (20). The lowest two

orders are quite innocent:

and may be expressed diagrammatically by

X
I 3 « 3 ,

In higher orders the distinction between the three types of

contractions (12) to (14) become important, however. Higher

orders of unmixed type are still normal

but when two or more types are mixed, one not only has to in-

clude all orders in which the operations are written but, in
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addition, all orders in which they are carried out as well.

Thus one gets, for example

When represented as matrix multiplications, the three types

of contractions are not mutually associative. This fact was

recognized in another context [3j but even Migdal ^ 4 ^

apparently failed to realize this when he derived his faulty

eq. (1.5.7) which would become, in the present notation,

r « v + r-gv* v-j

A different unit element of the algebra corresponds to each

type of multiplication and the inverses are therefore also

different. The form in (20) is still well-defined because

each term contains a single type of multiplication. The usual

formal methods of performing infinite partial summations become

powerless in the face of this complication.

In equations (23) and (24) the problem has bean reduced

to one containing one type of contraction only and a technique

was evolved to solve these with dynamic effective interactions

*V* [_5\ or XI. £6^ . It has been shown that this technique may

be extended to eq. (22) if 'Y , W and It are taken to be

the same siiatic interaction 'X [.7J . A study is at present

under way in which this solution is applied to the simplest

possible case of one degenerate particle level and one degenerate

hole level with the same A,,,. for all combinations of labels.
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The results of this investigation will hopefully provide some

insight into the type of structure which treats the s- and

t-channel on equal footing. For more practical applications

crossing symmetry will apparently have to be relinquished for

the present.

Structure of the s-channel propagator

The s-channel equation (23) was solved in [5J for a v"

containing a pole in the crossed t-channel and an s-pole in TJ.

was similarly dealt with £6j in the t-channel equation. This

is already a big step forward compared to what other techniques

can accomplish. In what follows the discussion will be confined

to the s-channel problem but everything holds mutatis mutandis

for the t-channel.

With a static V * the solution of (23) is simply the

particle-particle RPA (while a static %L in (24) yields the

particle-hole RPA). If P is used to calculate 3C and then

} , one obtains

K (/)
1234-

where the matrices S and R, , broken down into submatrices

with homogeneous particle/hole character (see eq. (5.6) of

ref [l"] ) assume the forms



(The matrix projector "P , by means of single-particle

projectors -fe and n^ , projects the label X onto

single-particle levels above or below the fermi surface/

respectively.) The resulting K(s) t represented by diagrams

in the same matrix form, contains, for example, the following

contributions

2.-4. . * i

I " * "
o\

o
o

o

o
o

o

Thus the (JpU -sectors play no role.

When the dynamic exchange of a phonon is included by

writing

t-ft

may still be written as in eq. (25) but now R and S

both depend on the energy variable S and will furthermore fill

the matrices (26). The 13- and 23-elements of the matrix K

depicted above will, for example, acquire contributions

z.

I fc *' 4. '

so that \t\r\ -components are now coupled. In terms of the



spectral representation

one therefore obtains contributions where 1 and 2 refer to

states on the same side of the fermi surface whereas 3 and 4

refer to opposite sides, for example.

Application of Dyson equation to structure calculation

An important consequence of this effect which the inclusion

of exchange phonons has on the structure, is that the matrix

will not in general have an inverse. Thus one cannot in general

write down a Dyson equation by analogy to (8) for the two-body

propagator

if1 - K^ - A M

With static interactions only, this inversion is possible in

the 12i 22 ) submatrix of (27). When phonon exchange is

allowed, such an equation exists only if all intermediate

fermion lines refer to levels on the same side of the fermi

surface. By allowing forward-going lines only, one may therefore

obtain K,4-j^(
s) by inverting an equation of type (31) if

the labels 1,2,3,4 all refer to particle levels f

When this technique is applied to an actual problem, certain

self-consistency conditions must be satisfied by the ingredients

of the calculation. It turns out, for example that if the first

two of the following four diagrams are included in &

U
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then the last two must also be included (with exactly the same

coupling strengths) in order to avoid the occurrence of redundant

solutions or of ghosts with negative norm

To test the usefulness of the method just described, it has

been applied to the calculation of the negative-parity spectra

of mass-18 nuclei by finding the spectral representation of

the two-body propagator (31) when 2\ contains poles due to

the exchange of a negative-parity phonon. The calculation was

done using a simple surface-delta interaction with four adjustable

parameters : one was used to fit the energy obtained in an RPA-

calculation for the lowest mass-16 octupole particle-hole collec-

tive state to the 3~ at 6.13 MeV in O1^; two were used to obtain

a reasonable mass-17 negative-parity spectrum when high-lying

oscillator levels are dressed with this phonon; the remaining

parameter was used to obtain the correct excitation energy of

the lowest 2 state in the T«l mass-18 system. The satis-

factory agreement with the observed spectrum of O1^ obtained

using such a simple model is shown on the figure on the next

page, taken from ref. flOJ . In the calculation the two

particles propagating with the exchange phonon were also allowed

to interact so that the contributions (32) to A were actually

lumped together in a phonon-pairon term as shown in the third

diagram in the introductory paragraph.

Concluding remarks

It should be the ideal of a many-body formalism on the

one hand to be firmly based on the microscopic theory of its

basic building blocks and on the other to deal as directly as

possible with the important phenomenological aspects of the

macrosystem it describes. These ideals often appear to be

incompatible and it often seems that the one can be approached

more closely only by giving up much of the other.

In this short review an attempt was made to show that

the dynamic propagator approach goes a long way towards satis-

fying both of these criteria for a good many-body theory : on
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the one hand the formalism is completely general and based

on established many-body theory; on the other, it provides

an easy and direct way of isolating specific physical features, .

such as collective excitations, and study their effects on the

results of structure calculations.

Applications to specific problems require a reduction in

the generality of the method but the general formalism provides

a useful framework for the evaluation of more intuitive and

phenomenological approaches. Some of the steps in this direction

were discussed in the preceding talk 111]. It has also been

pointed out above that many of the complications in a comprehen-

sive theory stem from the occurrence of diagrams such as those

depicted in eg. (29). Now a common procedure in the testing

of many-body theories is the comparison of their predictions

with the results of an exactly solvable model. A favourite

test model is the one developed by Lipkin, Meshkov and Glick £

However, this model specifically excludes vertices like

I

— * — * — * —

so that the offending diagrams (29) will not be generated. This

shows that caution must be exercised in the drawing of conclusions

from the agreement between a specific theory and a simplified

model. A general formalism such as the present one provides an

indication of which features of the exact theory have been tested

by such an agreement.
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Elementary excitations in nuclei

F.J.W. Hahne

Physics Division, Atomic Energy Board,

Pelindaba, Transvaal

Abstract: Single particle excitations and collective surface jnd

pairing vibrations have been extensively studied and aXE fairly

well understood on a microscopic level. Difficulties which occur

when these elementary excitations are used as basic building blocks

for a description of more complicated states, are discussed.

1. Introduction

Faced with a strongly interacting N-body system, called a

nucleus, one may consider widely different approaches to unravel

the immense complexity of the observed properties. From a for-

mal point of view it is appealing to consider a fermion Hamilto-

nian.

T * J-TV * f a (1)

in which V is a static two-body interaction representing the ex-

change of mesons but which can be extracted from nucleon scatter-

ing data. In a.plane-wave representation, £; is the kinetic

energy. It is,>however, more appropriate to localize the nucleus

by introducing a central one-body potential, say a harmonic oscil-

lator. Then V has to be replaced. Furthermore, the two-body

interaction V is xenormalized due to various truncations of the

basis. This is done by Brueckner theory and folded diagram

techniques. Although the folded diagram series is beset with

convergence problems and most realistic calculations of nuclear

structure properties are rather poor, the above approach serves

to give us some confidence in a phenomenological shell-model approach

In the shell model the effective interaction V is parameter-

ized — these days one normally chaoses a density-dependent form.

The elementary excitations are the single-particle states

from which clusters can be formed, the 'eigenvalues of which are



obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian eq. (1).

3)
Another approach introduced quite early is the collective

model. the resounding success of the defarmed-nucleus model in

describing the behaviour of the s-wave strength function, the

dipole splitting and the J(J+1) rotational bands in the "deformed

region", is an example for simple physical intuition at its best.

However, in this talk, we concentrate on the vibrational model

describing shape or other oscillations around an equilibrium

spherical shell-model system. For an even-even nucleus the Hamil-

tonian

where p; , t>L are boson operators, gives the idealized descrip-

tion of "vibrational nuclei" and the states bt 10^ can be con-

sidered as elementary boson excitations. The low-energy quadro-

pole and octopole states and the giant dipole resonances serve as

the best known examples. Also important are the pairing vibra-

tions originating from the strong pairing force.

The idealized vibrational model can be applied to only a few

nuclei with success and anharmonic terms as well as interactions

between elementary vibrational excitations are important. Thus

the collective dynamic model was introduced.

With this model, success was achieved particularly for the distri-

bution of the giant dipole strength due to low-energy phonon exci-

tations. As on« normally cannot distinguish states of three or

more phononj*, the study of anharmonic effects is limited. How-

ever, the yrast lines of transitional nuclei serve as an important

exception where it appears that n-phonon states with J = nj (phonon)

can in fact be observed.
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2. Particle-Vibration States

In odd-mass nuclei, in which the shell-model structures are'

observed over a wide mass region, a further important behaviour

was noticed many years ago. It concerns certain excited states

which, from energy positions and spin and parity values, reasonably

fit a simple description in terms of a single particle state

coupled to a vibrational phonon. The decay rate is also of the

correct order in this weak coupling model. Some interaction is,

nevertheless, called for and if such terms are allowed a fair

strength the applicability of the model is extended considerably.

We take the form

H = H S M + tfVlt + W i t t t . U )

where HgM is given by eq. (1) above, H .. by eqs. (2) or (3).

For the interaction we assume

A ( l i being particle-vibration coupling strengths. By diagonalizing

the Harniltonian (4) in the single-particle and boson space (trun-

cated to a few bosons only), one obtains most impressive agreement

between theory and experiment

However, from a conceptual point of view, there are difficul-

ties. We deal with fermions and "native" bosons. Thus our basis

is overcomplete and, in particular, this has the result that the

Pauli principle is not fulfilled.

3. Lipkin-Meshkov-Glxk model

In order to investigate the above problems, it is of some value

to consider the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glik model , which consists of a

single-particle H and two-body H, , Hamiltonian acting in as. p x • o
space of two 2J1-degenerate levels.

= - V A* A
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with

.wheie 1 and t refer to the upper and lower levels, respectively.

Graphically the interaction has the form

Calculate now the commutator

^ A ' A /£.(' ^ m M ' ^Wl*' + ^ ' » ««IK . « i r )
(8)

= N,

and similarly

(9)

These commutators eqs. (6) and (9) should be compared with those

of the angular momentum algebra leading to the correspondence

(quasi-spin formalism)

A -> T_

N j - 1.3.) -^ X X
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Clearly the lowest eigenvalue of J is - Jl (if r̂, * NT a o ) and

the maximum is + Jl . This occurs only in the 2JI -particle system,

i.e. the closed shell nucleus in which, in the unperturbed ground

state, the lower state is filled while the upper is empty. For

nuclei with n particles oiP n holes in the unperturbed ground state

(i.e. a (2$l +p)-particle system), the extreme eigenvalues ,+j of J

are _+ (Jl-yn). Classifying our states by the number of particle-

hole states

which is an invariant for our simple interaction (6) and using

we have with j = JL-\r\ and

(10)

m = N-

and thus

02)

For the closed shell nucleus (n=D) we thus have the following ener-

gy eigenvalues:

IV -o ; u; = o

^ = i : u> -- 2.£ - ZJLV •& a-

We note the presence of anharmonic contributions.

For the odd-nuclei with one particle or hole outside the

closed shell we have from eq. (12) with n=l the following eigen
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Thus, also in this case, one sees that the effect of blocking is

to push the states up from the idealized values. This is only

due to the Pauli principle, since no "real interactions" between

particle and vibrations take place. This shift is of the ordtsr

V, while for the collective state it is 2-/lV, showing the impor-

tance of a large particle-hole space for the validity of the con-

cept of elementary phonon excitations.

4. Nuclear field theory

In order to include the blocking effects in the procedure

described in section 2, the "nuclear field theory" was introduced

This is discussed in this section within the limitations

of the model described in section 3. In this theory a "Hamilton-

ian" is introduced

H — LI -i. li > LJ _ i _ 1 4 / • • - . >

— f>s,f T n-t.t> + " \i'b» "p-vifc (13)
with

Hs,p, = £ ( N, + NT)

WVL, S to b fa
H t , , M ( 1 4 )

where b+ creatss the phonon and A ~ V/TJT V is the phonon-

particle vertex. The name Hemiltonian for eq. (13), although

extensively used, is not quite appropriate since it is not the

spectrum of H which we seek. The theory is based on a graphical

approach with some uncommon rules. For the present model, the

rules are quite simple. For instance, for the particle-phonon

state we can introduce a particle-phonon propagator
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and since the interaction is such that all graphs can be classified

as forward-going , we can write a Dyson equation

R = Ko + fco M R.

for the graphical sum

For the mass operator M, we have

A*V
M = A li

A2- r |. i 7

a^

(16)

u> -'• - V

(17)

From the inversion R = (R - M)~ with R = (w-a-£ }~ we find
o o

the poles of R at

ul -a.- t -
2.JLV (18)

which, after using the expression n, - 2e - 3.JIV

( 10 - a. - € -

gives

(19)

Thus the exact result u = a+£ +V is obtained in this manner. In
addition, a solution is obtained at the unperturbed two-particle-
one-hole value as is not uncommon in degenerate models. (See also
below). Note, however, that the full set of diagrams has to be
summed to obtain the above values. If, for instance, we take only
the first term in M (eq. (17)) and further neglect terms of order
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\I/Jl , we find solutions at to = a + C + .V and t*> • 3v.— V

In a more realistic model, it is by no means trivial :o select

diagrams to be summed to infinite order.

In the present model, we can also calculate the residue of R

at the physical pole and have

zsij (a.Ji-t) > i

This undesirable feature is due to the overcompleteness of the

basis used for R . Furthermore, fox the unperturbed solution at

U>= 5t one finds fox the residue (}-ZJl)~ <O ,

i.e. a state of negative norm.

B)A similar discussion can be given for the two-phonon states

5. Value of model tests

Models such as the one described in section 3, are often used

to test approximations to the many-body problem. The question to

the generality of the conclusions arises. In the above model

the interaction is such that m-particle-n-hole states only mix

with other states with the same values of m and n. Thus the one-

phonon state can be calculated in a lp-lh basis leading to the

shell-model secular equation:

V
V

where the,, matrix has the dimension 2St. The determinant can

easily be written in the form



del
/ ZJL\

0

o

o
I

o

V

from which the roots

can be read off.

2.£ - 2.J1V and -fold)

Now in the odd-nucleus with 2p-lh configurations one particle

blocks one of the entries of the determinant and its order is only

2fi-l and thus we obtain roots at

and

= €. i- a. + V

u , 3 c ( &J2-* ) -

Similarly, for the two phonon case we realize that the available

space for each phonon is ZJt—1 and thus we obtain a solution at

,51-1 ) V

as above.

We thus conclude that the model is rather simplistic and

many real many-body effects are totally avoided by the choice of

the interaction.

In fact, for this model, it is quite simple to formulate

another approach with a proper Hamiltonian

H - (22)



having in mind particles, holes and vibrations as elementary exci-

tations. Now

., ^ + - I* i (23)

The Hamiltonian (22)', which also conserves boson number, can be

diagonalized exactly in the |rv/V> space (see eq. (12) for no-

tation) where N is the number of bosons and n either the number

of particles or the number of holes. Particle states together with

hole states are not allowed as they can be paired to form bosoni.

This procedure gives the exact results of section 3. The

extent to which this method can be generalized to more realistic

models is being investigated. The problem is to calculate the

boson-boson and particle-boson scattering vertex (which is simply

V above) from the basic fermion interaction V in a systematic

way.

Apart from the possible value of eq« (22) as a starting point,

it clearly demonstrates that for simple models (section 3), simple

replacements are often possible which may or not have greater

generality.

6. Foundation of Nuclear Field Theory

To my knowledge three papers ' ' have appeared which

claim to present a foundation of nuclear field theory starting

from a well-established many-body theory. While differing in

formulation, the content of the papers can be summarized as fol-

lows.
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We start with the t-channel integral equation for the four

vertex P (see following talk 1 4 * or ref. 15*)

r = a +
where li, is the t-channel irreducible part which as ' depends

in general on the variables s, t and u. The genera four-point

function JC is given by

G being a single-particle propagator. From eq. (24) in the form

we have

it a

and thus

P - LL + a l t U . ( 2 7 )

If we now reple!:e the energy-dependent li by a static potential V,

the integrals over s and u can be performed and 3t is replaced by

the "particle-hole" propagator F and P by the scattering matrix

T so that

T - V + V F V

Introducing the spectral representation for F leads to

2e)

T . V ,

where AL - V I X,. > and X. is the particle-hole wave

function.



I believe that the above derivation serves well to point out

the limitations involved in the three papers quoted shove.

7. Conclusion

The concept of different elementary excitations in nuclei

is intuitively very appealing and its success is, at lsast to me,

more pleasing than a good spectrum obtained from a huge computer

program in which the "reason" for success is obscure. It is in

this spirit and in the hope that it will become possible to formu-

late a theory in which elementary excitations play a dominant

role, that some of the available contributions to this field have

been sketched and discussed critically.
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COLLECTIVE STATES AND CROSSING SYMMETRY

by

W.D. Heiss
National Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences

Abstract

Collective states are usually described in simple terms but with the use of

effective interactions which are supposed to contain more or less complicated

contributions. The significance of crossing symmetry is discussed in this

connection. Formal problems encountered in the attempts to implement

crossing symmetry are pointed out.
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We have heard much about collective states in the preceding talks, and the

reason why the attention is focused onto those states, has become clear: The

description of these states is comparatively simple yet they play a central

role in the physical understanding of states and often they are used as building

blocks for the construction of more complicated states. In the microscopic

description there are two traditional prototypes giving rise to collective

states, the pp-RPA and the ph-RPA illustrated by

' ' i i
i + i | + i i i +

!

Fig. 1

and the corresponding backwards going diagrams and all exchanges thereof. In

many cases, for various reasons, there is a need to improve these simplified

descriptions: The spectrum is incorrect, too few states arise, the wave

functions are unsatisfactory. The recipe for such improvements comes from the

many-body formalism paired with physical intuition. A possibility which is

widely used in the literature is to introduce phonon exchanges in the pp-RPA,

i.e. to consider

Fig. 2

in other words, contributions stemming from the ph-RPA (t-channel) are introduced

into the pp-RPA (s-channel). Conversely, we may improve the ph-RPA by taking

into account pp-RPA contributions

2/.



4-

Fig. 3

The detailed treatment of such contributions depends on one's philosophy, the

school of effective interactions represents one line of the efforts. In the

dynamic interaction propagator approach the energy dependence of these 'sub-
i

collective states' is taken into account explicitly . That these contributions
2

do play an important role has been shown in recent calculations .

Looking at the examples introduced above suggests that there must be a strong

connection between s- and t-channel. An interdependence is already illustrated

by the examples. However, if one pursues the game further, the strict distinction

between s- and t-channel seems to be fading away. In fact, the phonon contribu=

tions inserted in Fig. 2 are obtained by reorientating the legs of ph-RPA

contributions thus making them building blocks for an s-channel insertion:

*

I - L - 3

Fig. 4

Likewise, the pp-vibrations inserted in Fig. 3 originate from a similar

reorientation

Fig. 5 3/.



Furthermore, the diagrams displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 could, in turn, be used as

t- and s-channel contributions, respectively, thus creating the more complicated

contributions

1

1
i

i
_J—

i
_ _ i —

^ = ,

l
i

Fig. 6

We see that any diagram may serve as a contribution for both channels, and the

operation to be carried out in switching from one to the other channel is given

by the scheme

3 + 4 $ 1 + 2

3 + 1 * 5 + 2

3 + 2 * 1 + 4

where the u-channel has been indicated for symmetry reasons. A bar indicates

an antiparticle (hole).

From these considerations we realize that if we could sum all connected diagrams

having four legs, we would arrive at a quantity called the vertex function which

describes the full dynamics of all three channels. This is the principle of .

crossing symmetry: There is one single function from which the complete solution

of the s-, t- and u-channel problem emerges. The above examples might illustrate

the enormous complexity of diagrams which are generated by the implementation of

crossing symmetry.

Let us discuss some formal problems connected with crossing symmetry. Since the

vertex function r is an s- and a t-channel solution it must obey the two integral

equations

4/
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r = i? + 1 i/(G6)sr

r = u - iU(GG)tr

illustrated by

Fig. 7

where i/ and U are the vertex parts irreducible with respect to the s- and t-

channel, respectively. This requirement, together with the fulfilment of

which comes from a formal solution of the two integral equations, necessarily

makes V and U most complicated. Notice furthermore, that the non-linear relation

between U and V cannot be rewritten into a more convenient form, i.e. one cannot

get rid of the inverse operators, as the inverses are defined with respect to

different channels. In fact, even if we exploit

we may arrive at

V =

"but now we have lost the chance to cancel [l+i(GG).ti]" by applying (l+i(GG)Ji)

from the right because of the 'trapping' of indices. This may be visualised in

the diagrammatic presentation of the r.h.s. of the above equation

5/.



U

s.
[••'

Fig. 8

where the dashed lines connecting the corners of the different blocks symbolize

the summations and integrations involved.

Since the quantitiesU(and V) are so manifestly complicated - in fact, they must

contain all diagrams except the t- (and s-) reducible ones - the question arises

whether r can be related to that part r which is irreducible with respect to all

channels. By taking an energy-independent expression for r one should then

arrive at the 'smallest' crossing symmetric vertex function. Unfortunately^the
3

relation which we know is implicit and reads

r = r0 +

While a solution for r in a practical form is not an easy matter (notice the
3

inverses are all defined differently) a power series expansion can be found

for r in terms of rQ. It turns out that the different terms of the series are

those which one would have expected intuitively. The non-associativity of the

problem becomes nicely manifest:

- Nn

r = r
»nn

n=l m=l ° i=s,t,u m

with

Nn n

6/.
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For each order n we have Nfl bracket combinations. This is brought about by the

fact that owing to the different channel connections of the operators a higher

order product of the form r (GG).r (GG). ro^GS^kro is non"associative ™
3

general. There are rules to determine all N combinations for the n-th order,

which we will not discuss in detail here. As an example we illustrate the 3rd

order in r (n=2). There are N = 2 bracket combinations, according to the

rules they read explicitly

I 4 (ro<GGMVGG>iro» •

Note that only the first term allows k = i. These contributions give rise to

the traditional 3rd order terms of the ladders in the respective channels with

the difference that r may now contain all irreducible diagrams in addition to

the usual static part. To demonstrate the non-associativity, the two bracket

combinations arising from the term i = t and k = s are displayed in diagrams

((ro(GG)sro)(GG)tro) (

Fig. 9

While the power series expansion represents a formal solution of the full

problem - and in fact, it exhibits the main features and gives a comprehensive

insight into the complexity - the series does not seem to be of much practical

use at this stage. An alternative to come close to a crossing-symmetric r is

to simplify the equation

7/



r = w + iv(GG)sr - iu(GG)tr

an = v + u - r

by putting W = (/ = U = A, where A is an energy independent (static) expression.

Under this assumption the equation has been solved analytically . It generates

diagrams like those displayed in Fig. 9 (for TQ = A). The ful*< solution is

fairly involved but easily amenable to numerical investigation.

Having been faced with these horrifying patterns which are provided by a consis=

tent theory one might ask whether this can be of any use. First of all, it is

useful to be aware of the structure of one's theory and the basic features should

always be the measure along which practicable approximations are worked out.

Secondly, we have to accept the complexity of nature, and the occurrence of states

which seem to be describable in simple terms is a challenge to find an answer,

why this is so. Thirdly, the prospects to calculate the spectrum of an

A, A +_ 1, A HH 2 system all at once consistently, can only be called exhilerating,

though probably not achievable in the too near future.
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DIE INVLOED VAN SPIN-F0N0N-WIS5ELWERKINGS DP DIE FONON-SELFENERGIE

IN 'N MAGNETIESE KRISTAL

J . du P. V i l j o e n (RAK)

R.H. Lemmer (WITS)

1. Spin-opwekkinqs in Vi kristal met gelokaliseerde spinmomente

Ter inleiding bespreek ons opwekkings in Yi kristalrooster met

gelokaliseerde spins, beskryf deur die Heisenberg-hamiltonfunksie

Hs - -L_ -TC&f-ZA ̂ . S. (i)

waar &f die spinoperator is v/an die ioon op roosterpunt f. Die

sterkte van die spin-spin-wisselwerking word gegee deur dis uit-

ruilintegraal -^(êf ~ £a) wat elektrostaties van oorsprong

is.

Ons bespreek opwekkings in hierdie sisteem afsonderlik vir

lae temperature T « Te » waar fc die magnetiese oorgangstempera-

tuur is en vir temperature net onder T c .

1.1 Lae temperatuurqebied: spinqolwe

Die konsep van spingolwe is vir die eerste keer deur Bloch

in 1930 ingevoer, om die afname in die magnetisasie met toenemende

temperatuur in Yi ferromagneet te bestudeer. Die grondtoestand

van Vi ferromagnetiese sisteem (J>0) blyk uit vgl. (1) dié toestand

te wees waar alle spins parallel gerig is. Ons aanvaar deurgaans

dat die spins langs die positiewe Z-rigting rig. Die eenvoudig-

ste opgewekte toestand van so Vi spinsisteem is dié toestand waar-

in die totale magnetiese moment verminder is met betrekking tot

sy waarde in die grondtoestand, a.g.v. slegs een spinafwyking uit

die ten volle gerigte toestand. Hierdie spinafwyking propageer

deur die hele kristal om Vi kollektiewe opwekking te vorm wat Vi

spingolf genoem word. Aangesien spingolwe termies opgewek word,

bied dit Vi verklaring vir die afname in magnetisasie met stygende

temperatuur.
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Holstein en Primakoff het in 1940 Vi tegniek ingevoer

waardeur die spinoperatore in vgl. (1) geskryf kan word as boson-

skeppings- en vernietigingsoperatore. Opwekkings in die spin-

sisteem kan dan beskryf word as Vi sisteem bosone wat ons magnone

noem.

Die komponente S~ = S^ + t 6^ e n S^ v a n die spinopera-

tore word soos volg deur die Holstein-Primakoff-transformasie in

terme van magnonskeppings- en vernietigingsoperatore, tn^ en nif

respektiewelik, geskryf:

(2)

Op ~ S — fry, rrtr

Die magnonoperator bevredig basonkommutatore, nl.

£m, me .7= l/^c. ,mJ\ = ° • Die spinafwykings-
^-J"L".'f .

operator is n, » 5 - 5̂ . * mn^ * rn^ t waar S die spin per'f
roosterpunt in die grondtoestand is. Indien daar min spingolwe

opgewek is, d.w.s. indien ^f. < 2. S , kan die vierkantswortels

in die transformasies hierbo (vgl. (2)) as Vi magsreeks in O^

geskryf word. By baie lae temperature verwaarloos ons f)f in

die uitdrukkings vir 5^ en &f. . Hoër-orde terme in f)f lei tot

magnan-magnon-wisselwerkings wat verwaarloos word. Vervolgens

voer ons Fourier-getransformeerdes in:

?rz*

Die som oor ^ gaan oor die l\l onafhanklike i-waardes in die

eerste Brillouin-sone van die resiproke rooster.

Die Hamilton-funksie (1) kan nou soos volg geakryf word:
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Ons neem slegs interaksie tussen naaste-bure-spins in ag, met

J die waarde van die uitruilintegraal vir hierdie interaksies.

Verder is

waar o die naaste-bure-posisies ten opsigte van Yi gegewe rooster-

punt aandui en £ die aantal naaste-bure is. Vgl. (4) beskryf Vi

sisteem onafhanklike magnone met In temperatuuronafhanklike energie-

spektrum

Die magnetisasie per roosterpunt f word gedefinieer as

JU, 4, &jf / i v/aax/tc die magnetiese moment van die atoom is en

<̂ -Sj. y die statistiese middelwaarde van S>̂  is. Die

totale magnetisasie van die kristal is

M */L Z < >> =/<- N S -yx Z <^1 ynL > (7)

By lae temperature het ons hoofsaaklik lang-golflengte spingolwe,

sodat die magnon-energie as h magsreeks in die golfgetal geskryf

kan word:

Slegs ewe magte in ü tree op a.g.v. die eimmetrie van die kristal-

rooster. Hierdie uitdrukking vir £.£ lewer die volgende reeks-

uitbreiding vir die magnetisasie:

waar O., c<̂  ... positiewe kanstantes is.

Hierdie formalisme word beperk tot lae temperature deux die

voorwaarde fir «C< 2 5 wat hierbo genoem is.

1.2 Temperature nabv T

In hierdie temperatuurgebied gebruik ons positiewetyd-greens-

funksies, wat soos volg gedefinirer word vir willekeurige operatore
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A en B:

Die spesifieke greensfunksie wat ons gaan bestudeer, is

waar die S-operatore die volgende kommutatore by gelyke tye be-

vredig:

(11)

[*;,
Ons gaan die greensfunksie (10) bereken deur sy bewegingsvgl.

op te stel:

Deur die Fouriergetransfoirneerdes m.b.t. tyd van die greensfunksies

in te voer, kry ons

waar ons weer slegs met naaste-bure-interaksies werk.

Om Vi uitdrukking vir ^f•• Ci- i te verkry, moet die hoër-orde

greensfunksies in vgl. (13) uitgedruk word in terme van C\&-\ deur

die invoering van Vi ontkoppelingsprosedure. ïi Ontkoppeling wat
4 )

deur Tyablikov voorgestel is, kom daarop neer dat fluktuasies in

die magnetjsasie verwaarloos word, sodat Sp vervang kan word

deur sy middelwaarde ^^-f f • Dit biing mee dat

Ons aanvaar homogene magnetisasie deur die hele kristal, sodat

•*s.-v. /* onafhanklik is van Vi spesifie+ce roosterpunt en slegs
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as KS"? geskryf word. Vervolgens transformeer ons die 5-operatcre

na momentumruimte:

(15)

Tesame met die ooreenkomstige transformasie vir <5^'t^ waarin ons

in aanmerking neem dat öfa slegs Vi funksie is van ( £f ~ &.j ), lewer

, die Tyablikov-ontkoppeling

pole by £ * £g

energies van die spinsisteem, nl.

en dit gee die opwekkings-

(17]

Dns merk dat c./ Vi temperatuur-renormering het eweredig aan dié

magnetisasie.

Vervolgens gaan ons die magnetisasie bereken vir 5 = 4"»

waarvoor geld dat

V (18)

Toepassing van die spektraalstelling

waar /£ = +1 vir fermione en -1 vir bosone, lewer

[20)

Aangesien die magnetisasie verdwyn by Te, is die argument van

coth (^fitji) klein in die temperatuurgebied direk onder Te, sodat

dit uitgebrei kan word in magte van (k-fi^t. ). Dit lewer

< ^ e > - t.u- ï: t- >
(21)
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Die konstantes hang van die kristalstruktuur af. Die eerste

term in die xeeks stem ooreen met molekulSre veldteorie

In die lae temperatuurgebied ( & ~> oó ) f lewer hierdie

benadering dieselfde resultaat vir die magnetisasie as spingolf-

teorie. Vi Term T kom egter ook voor wat blyk Vt foutiewe gevolg

te wees van die Tyablikov-benadering en in meer gesofistikeerde

benaderings verdwyn.

2. Fonone

Die atome in Vi kristal vibreer termies om hul ewewigsposisies

in die xooster. Ons aanvaar dat die verplasings van die atome

uit hul ewewigsposisies klein is m.b.t. die interatoomafstand,

sodat die potensiële energie $ van die rooster geskryf kan word

as *n magsreeks in die verplasings. Aangesien ons doel is om

spin-fonon-wisselwerkings te bestudeer, verwaarloos ons fonon-

fonon-wisselwerkings en behou slegs die term kwadraties in die

verplasings. Die bydrae tot die hamiltonfunksie van die kristal

a.g.v. roostervibrasies is dan

Hf - i^l^H ^zl^ i^cïfiH^w (22)

waar .̂fut die oj.-de komponent ( ̂ ~ ̂ f <ƒ, £ ) van die verplasing

van die atoom op xoosterpunt f is, en M die massa van Vi atoom.

Verder is

'i

H~ kan gediagonaliseer word deur invoering van die normaal-

koördinate * n :

(23)
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Die vektor "̂{i* is die polarisasievektor van die normaaltrilling
o

met golfgetal k. en polarisasie-indeks X { A = 1, 2, 3). R^

dui die ewewigsposisie van atoom f aan. Hierdie transformasie

lei tot die volgende resultaat:

(24)

P^ — r\ « j ^ is dig toegevoegde momentum van 2̂fcX e n <-A-k \

is die frekwensie van die normaaltrilling met golfgetal k en

polarisasie ^ . Bostaande uitdrukking word gekwantise~r deur

invoering van die kommutator £_ ̂f^

lei tot die kommutatore

(25)

Invoering van die boson skeppings- en vernietigingsoperatore

lei daartoe dat H- soos volg geskryf kan,word:

Die roostervibrasies in die kristal kan dus in die harmoniese be-

nadering daarges-

fonone genoem wtri.

nadering daargestel word as Vi sisteem onafhanklike bosone, wat

In ons verdere werk gaan ons deurgaans vgl. (24) gebruik om

die fononsisteem te beskryf, bloot omdat die fonongreensfunksies

wat daaruit voorspruit matematies makliker hanteerbaar is.

'ïi
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3. Spin-fonon-wisselwerkings

Die uitruilintegraal vï C§t S'/) wat die sterkte van die

wisselwerking tussen spins S? en S,. aandui, is Vi funksie van die

oombliklike afstand LO-f- " tj ) tussen die atome wat hierdie

spins dra. As gevolg van die termiese opwekking van fonone fluk-

tueer hierdie afstand, sodat wisselwerking tussen opwekkings in

die spinsisteem en fonone ontstaan. Ons maak die aanname dat die

oombliklike posisie van Vi spin dieselfde is as dié van die atoom

waarop dit gelokaliseer is. Polarisasie-effekte in die ladings-

verspreiding van die atoom word dus verwaarloos. Die oombliklike

posisie van atoom f word aangedui deur R̂ - ~ §f +i£f . Met

ons aanname dat die verplasings van die atome uit hul ewewigsposi-

sies klein is, kan ons Vi Taylor-reeksuitbreiding maak van

• ~ —5^) • 0 n s gebruik die notasie R s ^ ( ~ K.-j en

»-I (26)

Vir hierdie bespreking stel ons slegs belang in eerste-orde wis-

selwerkings en behou dus slegs die term lineer in LA. . Met die

verdere beperkings dat 3~ bolsimmetries is en dat slegs naaste-

bure-wisselwerkings in ag^eneem word, word die spin-fonon-wissel-

werkings daargestel deur

'%)-£] ̂ sig-èje (27)

waar
bure-afstand a is.

die ruimtelike afgeleide van J op naaste-

Die hamiltonfunksie van ons gekoppelde spin-fonon-sisteem is

H Ä Wö '' n •; ^ Haf waar, in momentumruimte,



met Wiitifté!\ * « f
 t s-W>-li X-O + er- ) (29)

4. Sydrae van eerste-orde spin-fonon-wisselwerkinqs tot die

fonon-selfenergie

Ons definieer Vi positiewetyd-fonongreensfunksie soos volg:

* (30)

Deur die bewegingsvergelyking v i r JD^A L^)> in die onver-

steurde fonon-sisteem W~ op te s te l , kry ons

Die klein imaginÊre gedeelte van **J kom van die randwaarde &k.\tö

vi r 't <O . Met in ag neming van die spin-fonon-wisselwerkings

gaan ons poog om Vi f onongreensf unksie van die vorm

__ l
ö f c Ä M s Af Öyf t^ -^L "'fTk^ttVN (32)

te verkry, waar f/̂ x die bydrae van die eerste-orde spin-fonon-

wisselwerkings tot die fononselfenergie is.

Deur die bewegingsvergelyking van die fonongreensfunksie vir

die gekoppelde spin-fonon-sisteem op te stel, verkry ons die vol-

gende verband in die komplekse

(33)

Die res van die bespreking word gerig op die ontkoppeling

van die hoër-orde greensf unksie -^ ̂ -4- ̂ i-tt / tt?-fc ̂ ̂ om Vi

geslote uitdrukking vir -öt.>. ̂tt-3) te verkry. Verskillende

benaderings word gebruik in die lae temperatuurgebied T" ̂ '<-,

en in die temperatuurgebied direk onder Te.
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4.1 Lae temperatuurqebied

Die bewegingsvergelykings van die komponente *£**-£*/£»•*• • **-<£> v

en *^-£ ̂ +e/^-« x ^ word afsonderlik opgestel en sodoende

ontstaan greensfunksies van nog hoer orde wat ontkoppel word deux

weer die fluktuasies in die magnetisme te verwaarloos en ook

korrelasies tussen spin- en fonon-operato re te verwaarloos:

Hierdie ontkoppelings stel ons in staat om

(34)

^

te skryf in terme van t>fc.\ . Die fononselfenergie nup.> wat
7 fl \

op hierdie wyse verkry word, is '

waar O^ die besettingsgetal van spinopwekkings met momentum J. is.

4.2 Temperatuurqebied nabv Te

In hierdie temperatuurgebied waar baie spinopwekkings teen-

woordig is voer ons Vi kansfasebenadering ' in en ontkoppel

verskillende Fourier-komponente van die spinoperatoxe. Dit het

tot gevolg dat die uitdrukking vir ^ *-*. ̂ tt /<2-t>^ onveranderd

bly, terwyl die bydrae van ^ks-$6£«£ Iß-it^P verwaarloos word.

Die self energie ~ÏÏt.t,a wa* sodoende verkry word, is '

4.3 Verqelvkjpg met eksaerimentele resultate

Deur die verband <«V + W^"**> 'tf£"&*U > * ° o p

te los vir lang golflengte oplossings (klankgolwB), kan die re-

normering van klanksnelheid ^ " * ***ic> a.g.v. spin-fonon-

wisselwexkings verkry word.



Eksperimentele metings van die klanksnelheid in die anti-

ferromagneet UN is bekend . Hoewel die berekening var. die

fononselfenergie vir V> antiferromagnetiese kristal baie meer

gekompliseerd is as dié vir Vi f erromagnE'.et, blyk die resultaat

kwalitatief eenders te wees. Die berekening is deurgevoer om

beide die spinstruktuur en kxistalstruktuur van die vlaksen-

triese antiferromagneet UN in ag te neem . h Vergelyking met

die eksperimentele resultate word in fig. (1) getoon.

5. Slotopmerkinqs

Vi Belangrike aspek wat uit die berekening van die genormeerde

klanksnelheid na voie kom, is dat die anomale afname in die snel-

heid voorkom by Vi temperatuur Ts laer as Tc , soos ook deur die

eksperiment bevestig word. Vi Voorwaarde vix die anomalie om te

verskyn, is dat die maksimum spinopwekkingsenexgie by T=D kleiner

moet wees as die betrokke fononenergie. Die wisselwerkingsmega-

nisme bestaan daaruit dag Vi fonon met golfgetal fc geabsorbeer

word om Vi spinopwekking met golfgetal L te vervang met een met

golfgetal £ + k . Hierdie opwekking keer terug na die toestand

met golfgetal £ , terwyl die fonon fe weer verskyn. Die maksimum

spinopwekkingsenergie in die kristal is eweredig aan die magneti-

sasie. By Tj is die betrokke fononenergie gelyk aan die maksimum

spinopwekkingsenergie. Bokant Ts is die fononenergie dus te

hoog om hierdie meganisme te laat plaasvind en die wisselwerking

neem skerp af om te verswyn by Tt .

In die omgewing van Tc divergeer die spinfluktuasie

L̂ f̂. *| ̂  " ^é^ ̂  % ? J , sodat verwag kan word dat dit Vi

dominerende effek op die spindinamika in hierdie temperatuurgebied

mag he. Die invloed van kritiese spinfluktuasies op die fonon-

selfenergie word tans ondersoek.
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Vergelyking van die eksperimentele dataX"" vir UN (sirkels, nadat ;• .

draes van fonon-fonon- en hoër-orde spin-fonon-wisselwerking;, bena-

derd afgetr^k is) van die persentasie renormering van die elnE-tiese

konstante C ,., ~ j3 V7- » waar ~&L die snelheid is v;m 'n longitudi-

nale klankgolf wat langs een van die hoofasse van die kristal voort-

beweeg en ^ die digtheid van die kristal is, met die berekende ver-

skuiwing in C-H a.g.v. ons model vir eerste-orde spin-fonon-wirsel-

wer.kings. Die inset-figuur toon lae temperatuur data op V, loga-

ritmiepe t-kaal. Hieruit blyk dat die eksperimentele verskuiwing

** 'T is, terwyl die berekeninge 'n verskuiwing — T voor-
spel .


